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} div.first span { color: green; background: red; } 35 The map above shows the region where
Ethereum smart contracts can be deployed to the public blockchain, for anyone to read or alter. Not
pictured is the world map itself, which Ethereum developers can tweak as needed (the ‘Ethereum’

icon on top of it is also editable). Data is supplied by Etherscan, a website that hosts all public smart
contract source code, as well as live history of contract activity. Think of it like ‘Bitcoin’s Github’:
developers could make their own contracts that interact with other contracts, or work with other

developers to fine tune the contracts that are available, with more or less effort depending on their
level of technical expertise. We can even argue about the standardisation of the Ethereum

blockchain itself, and whether there is a technical consensus about the level of difficulty of validating
transactions. However, most importantly, it shows that there is a ‘user base’ of known clients, ready
to accept contracts and make them theirs. When we look at the contracts available to test out, the
majority seems to be targeted to the digital currency world, however this is hardly surprising given

the technology is designed to be global, and flexible, rather than local. Ethereum is first and
foremost a digital currency, but it is not the only piece of the puzzle. An Ethereum application, like
Bitcoin, could be a currency wallet, and a financial contract like a smart contract, together with a

universal key management service, like X.509 certificates. You’re getting that about right, Ethereum
wallet will create a private key/s and be in charge of handling your money, however
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